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Design and branding  
are becoming a bottleneck

The brand today have no more than 7 seconds  
to make a first impression, so the brand needs  
to be well-designed from the get-go

80% of consumers think that color is a big part  
of brand recognition 

Dynamic content is 58% more effective  
for building strong branding 
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Unique dynamic design is  
a solution but it’s not affordable

> 90%
of websites on the internet are built 
using super easy and not attractive 
forms. 

     Modern businesses, especially SMEs  
lack instruments and skills for creating unique  
dynamic content

     Most of affordable design studios  
can’t provide competitive design solutions 
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Our Plug&Play solution Online generator powered  
by Artificial Intelligence  
that automatically creates unique 
graphics and corporate identity 
elements (visual identification)  
and placement for business.
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Our undeniable 
advantages

Every element is one of a kind 
due to AI algorithm 

Visual content creation solution  
for communication challenges that  
saves money and resources

Ready to use design 
and branding dynamic 
elements 
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The System # Create
# Experiment
# Rebrand
# Implement
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345 Million

The market is huge

The generative design 
market size by 2025

Global market for design 
services by 2025

189 Billion
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There are no qualified analogues / services  
in the international market

comparison Endless Designs AI UIzard Deepart

dynamic content + - - -

unique content creation + + + -

application of AI + + - +

branding + + - -

plug&play elements + - - -
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Empowering small businesses 
and enterprises

Plug&Play solution with 12$ monthly  
subscription

Ready to use and one of a kind  
design elements and branding

Enterprise solution
Flexible pricing

Revolutionary branding  
and personalized design solutions

SMEs and startups Big Brands
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Number of clients

Number of big brands

Monthly Revenue

AI&ML algorithms for creation of unique 
design

+ 100

+ 15 Technology

+ 55k
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4+ Million #1 Startup ecosystem

Why France?

Small and medium 
businesses with more 
than 80% in the B2C 
niche

Excellent startup 
ecosystem with access  
to capital and top talents
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Stas Antipov

Endless Work is a multidisciplinary design agency with  
a focus on brand development. We create concepts, identities  
and experience to build brands that evoke emotions.  
We solve problems and shape ideas through human-focused, 
prototype-driven, innovative design process.

Roma Litvinov Maria Lutskanu Dima Baraullin Maxi Shilov
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